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PARIS—Just 700 protesters showed up for a final

march against the French government’s research

policy last week, according to the police. Like so

much in this uprising, the number of marchers is

disputed: The organizers claim there were at

least 2000. It was by any estimate a far cry from

the tens of thousands of angry researchers and

supporters who took to the streets 2 years ago to

air grievances about the system. And last week,

the protest ended in anticlimax: After walking

the short distance from the Musée d’Orsay to

the National Assembly, the crowd dissipated

quickly into the evening rush hour; it didn’t even

make the TV news.

The object of the protesters’ ire—a plan

drawn up by civil servants to infuse new life

into French research—is also coming to a quiet

conclusion. A bill authorizing reforms was

expected to pass the full National Assembly

easily on 7 March and was slated to be

approved by both legislative houses on 16 March

after differences are ironed out. The package

includes a raft of measures aimed at luring

young people into labs and making innovation

the engine of a flagging economy. But few

except education and science minister Gilles

de Robien and minister delegate François

Goulard, who shepherded the bill to a vote,

seem excited about it.

The powerful trade unions and the protest

movement Sauvons la Recherche (Let’s Save

Research, or SLR), which organized last week’s

protest, criticize the plan for falling short of their

goals. Others cite its positive elements: The

research budget will grow from €19.9 billion in

2005 to €24 billion in 2010. Along with pro-

viding more money, the new law attempts to

simplify research management and empowers

a new National Research Agency (ANR) to

dole out funds for projects based on merit

reviews, a novelty in France. But the scientific

community had hoped for a bigger financial

boost. “I have very mixed feelings,”

says physicist Edouard Brézin,

president of the Academy of

Sciences, who says the bill

bespeaks a “lack of ambition.” 

Few dispute that French sci-

ence is, as an academy panel

chaired by the academy’s perma-

nent secretary Jean-François

Bach put it last year, “in a serious

crisis.” Studies have concluded

that it is lagging behind the rest of

Europe and the United States,

based upon the declining quan-

tity and quality of research output

as well as the small number of

new patents and biotech start-ups

that stem from French research.

Low wages and scarce lab

resources have made the profession unattractive

for young people. And the prime advantage of

joining the vast scientific civil service—security

for life—hardly stimulates creativity.

Government labs such as the mammoth

CNRS and INSERM, where most research takes

place, are at arm’s length from higher education,

and university scientists are overburdened with

teaching tasks, the academy report concluded.

Bureaucratic rules waste precious time and

money, too, says Bernard Meunier, who quit as

CNRS president in January to protest “excessive”

bureaucracy and now leads Palumed, a biotech

firm developing antimalarials and antibiotics.

Many successful scientists opted out of the

French system. Molecular biologist Catherine

Dulac, who runs a lab at Harvard studying

olfactory signaling, says she was determined to

return to France after a postdoc job in the

United States—until she realized how limited

her resources would be. “It would have been

scientific suicide,” she says. Attracting fresh

foreign blood to France is even more difficult

than retaining French talent, says Brézin.

Some labs have tried to bring about change on

a small scale. The Curie Institute in Paris, for

instance, lures top researchers by offering them

better paid, 5-year contracts, and more money to

spend on equipment and support staff. It can do so

because, as a foundation, it is blessed with both

public and private money, says Curie Director

Daniel Louvard. However, strict labor laws put

limits on its flexibility.

Discontent reached a boiling point in early

2004, after the government made cuts in the

science budget and proposed to replace 550 per-

manent jobs with temporary contracts. More than

3500 lab leaders threatened to stop performing

their administrative duties, and streets around

the country filled with protesters in lab coats

(Science, 13 February 2004, p. 948).

Surprised by the scale of the

backlash, the government backed

down, and President Jacques

Chirac promised a “Pact for

Research.” The scientific com-

munity organized a nationwide

debate, culminating in a 2-day

meeting in Grenoble and a

consensus wish list (Science,

5 November 2004, p. 956).

Geochemist Claude Allègre,

who served as science minister

in a Socialist cabinet from

1997 until 2000, says the scien-

tists’ movement accomplished

less than it might have because

it engaged in a “naïve” debate

about structural changes it

wanted in the science system. “They lost 2 years,”

Allègre says. “Money, money, money—that’s

the only thing that’s important at the moment.”

But Brézin notes that scientists had their recom-

mendations ready in November 2004; it’s the

government that kept postponing the bill, in

part because of a complete cabinet reshuffle

after a public vote rejected the European consti-

tution in May 2005.

A Dose of Reform to Treat the
Malaise Gripping French Science
Two years after protesters launched a massive revolt against government science

policy, France has adopted a law that promises to reform the establishment

RESEARCH POLICY

End of the road. Researchers formed a nationwide

movement to protest inadequate pay and a stagnant

work environment.  The government response, due

to be voted on this week, wins few plaudits.

Voice of protest. Sauvons la

Recherche spokesperson Alain

Trautmann.
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Still, money remains a key issue. The budget

increase to €24 billion—which would be even

higher if Goulard can deliver on a commitment,

made during the debate, to correct for infla-

tion—will help pay for 3000 new jobs. “The

hemorrhage has stopped; that’s positive,” says

SLR co-founder and spokesperson Alain

Trautmann. But Trautmann and other critics say

the bill falls far short of what’s needed to revamp

anemic government labs. Roughly one-third of

the new money comes in the form of tax deduc-

tions for industry, which, Brézin notes, does little

for basic research. To his critics’ surprise,

Goulard also made a turnaround and promised to

try to raise Ph.D. students’ salaries to 1.5 times

the minimum wage. But it’s a commitment that

could easily be forgotten if there’s no money or if

Goulard is replaced, Trautmann says.

The law authorizes new “Regional Centers for

Science and Education” to bring scientists from

government institutes and universities together,

but the plan doesn’t go far enough to provide the

needed relief for university research, says Bach.

Researchers are also “nervous” about the bill’s

vagueness, he says; for example, it’s not clear

whether a new High Council for Science and

Technology—which researchers had lobbied hard

for—will be truly independent or merely decora-

tive. Goulard sees a major advance: “Never, and I

mean never, has so much been done for French

science,” he said last week.

Opinions are divided, meanwhile, about the

new grants agency ANR, which started operating

last year with temporary authority. Bach believes

it will create a new way to support talented young

people, provided it stays free of political interfer-

ence. But SLR and the trade unions oppose the

new agency, which they worry will not improve

flexibility as much as it will reduce certainty for

the average researcher. Indeed, one reason SLR

lost steam, Meunier says, is that it had become

increasingly aligned with the trade unions, which

argue for more money but have opposed substan-

tive change. Despite the banners, the balloons,

and the whistles, the research unions tend to be

conservative, protecting the interests of those

inside the system with good jobs at the expense of

younger people, he says. 

Trautmann acknowledges that there has been a

“convergence” between SLR and the unions and

that it has caused some early members to turn their

backs on the movement. He says he isn’t happy

with this himself, as SLR was started primarily to

address the plight of young scientists. “We don’t

want to be a new union,” he says. Now that the

landmark reform bill has passed, SLR will decide

on own its fate at a general meeting on 11 March.

Although Trautmann says he wants to continue

“analyzing and communicating” about science

policy in some way, he says the group could

decide to dissolve.

For now, most scientists are hoping for better

times. If the left comes to power in the 2007 elec-

tions, the research budget will get a 10% annual

increase, Socialist Party leader François Hollande

promised last week. –MARTIN ENSERINK

It’s not often that one witnesses speciation in

action, but some birdwatchers in Africa may be

having that privilege. Michael Sorenson, an evo-

lutionary ecologist at Boston University, and

Robert Payne of the University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, have monitored African indigobirds at a

field site in Cameroon for the past decade. The

opportunistic birds lay their eggs in the nests of

different species of finches. The newborn indigo-

birds then look and act as if they belong there, and

as adults, incorporate the twills and whistles of

their foster parents into their own mating calls.

Recently, the researchers observed one

species, called the blue indigobird, lay eggs in the

nests of both the African f iref inch and the

Black-bellied firefinch. The resulting indigo-

birds learned the songs of their respective finches

and now seem to have developed into two “races.”

Although all the blue indigobirds can still mate

with one another—which means the races are not

yet distinct species—females prefer suitors who

know the same finch song they do. And they pass

their preferences on: Female indigobirds that

grow up in an African firefinch nest, for example,

tend to lay eggs in the same kind of nest rather

than in one belonging to a Black-bellied fire-

finch. “We have a nice example of early stages of

speciation in this group,” concludes Sorenson.

This bird tale, described in an upcoming

Behavioral Ecology paper, is one of several recent

volleys in the continuing debate over how specia-

tion occurs. For the past 50 years or so, many

influential evolutionary biologists, notably the

late Ernst Mayr, have held that physical separa-

tion among members of a species, such as that

caused by the emergence of a mountain chain,

typically drives the splitting of one species into

two. Populations separated by geographic barriers

can’t interbreed and eventually evolve into distinct

species. Examples of this speciation process,

called allopatry, abound. 

Charles Darwin recognized allopatry as a

driving force of speciation. But he also thought

populations could diverge into separate species

in the absence of physical barriers, an idea now

called sympatric speciation, or simply sympatry.

However, his successors were at a loss to explain

how this could happen, and they could find

few examples. By 1907, textbooks dismissed

sympatric speciation, and 35 years later, Mayr

virtually tossed the idea out of modern evolu-

tionary thinking with his strong antisympatry

rhetoric. Since then, few researchers have taken

sympatry seriously.

Now the situation is changing fast. The

indigobird study, combined with recently pub-

lished reports of sympatric speciation among

cichlid fish and palm trees, have offered com-

pelling new support for the concept. Although

some researchers are not yet convinced, sym-

patric events can now be detected with unprece-

dented certainty, says evolutionary biologist

Axel Meyer of the University of Konstanz,

Germany, who led the new cichlid fish study.

Even supposedly airtight examples of allopatry

Speciation
Standing 
In Place
Surprising some evolution-
ary biologists, studies of
birds, fish, trees, and insects
show that it doesn’t take a
mountain chain, island, or
other geographic quirks to
create a species
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Nesting behavior. By sneaking into nests of two

kinds of finches, the blue indigobird is on its way to

splitting into two species.
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